
PART THREE • ANALYSING YOUR DATA

Developing Data Analysis

CHAPTER OBJECTIVES

lhe end of this chapter, Vou will be able to:

iJ;. Systematize and analyse field notes.
Know what to look for in audiotapes.
Feel confident about developing good data analysis.

'ter 11 stressed the importanee of early data analysis and showed how to
start sueh analysis. In this ehapter, we will examine how Vou ean develop
..researeh after these beginnings. Although we will foeus here just on obser-
;?áJ and tape-recorded data, many of the suggestions equally apply to other
!: of qualitative data. For the analysis of interview data, see Moira Kelly's
('.

.óunr of her research on pp. 19-25.
~However, a checklist of 'suggesrions' can appear sornewhat 31Uel11ie311dwirh-
isubstance. This chaptcr begins, rherefore, with an aecount of how data analy-
developed in one qualitative study. The beauty of qualitative research is that it
':esVou aeeess to the nitry-gritry reality of everyday Jjfe viewed through a new
.Ytie lens.Through the example that follows, Vou willlearn how to take advan-

of that aeeess in order to foeus and then refoeus your data analysis.

•

A CASE STUDY

j,;o the early 1980s (see Silvcrrnan, 1987: Chapters 1-6) I was direeting a group of
;esearchers studying a paediatric eardioJogy (child heart) unir. Much af our data
~erived &0111 tape reeordings of an outpatient elinie that was held every Wednesday.
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itish Parliament. For Down's syndrome children, however, the parents right
choose was far frorn formal. The doctor would say things to them like the
owing:

.)

[ think what we would do now depends a Iittle bit on parents' feelings.

Now it depends a little bit of what yOll think.

'.It depends very rnuch on yOllr own personal views as to whether we should proceed.
~;'..

oreover, these consultations were longer and apparently more democratic than else-
ere. A view of the patient in a family context was encouraged and parents were

iven every opportunity to voice their concerns and to participate in decision making.
:t 'In this sub-sample, unlike the larger sample, when given a real choice, parents
fused the test - with only one exception.Yet this served to reinforce rather than
. challenge the medical policy in the unit concerned. This policy was to discour-
e surgery, ali things being equal, on such children. So the democratic form

. -existed with (and was indeed sustained by) the maintenance of an autocratic
licy.
The research thus discovered the mechanics whereby a particular medi cal policy

Iasenacted, The availabiliry of cape-recordings of large numbers of consultarions,
ogether with a research method rhar sought to develop hyporheses inductively,
eant that we were able to develop our data analysis by discovering a phenome-

.ou for which we had not originally been looking.
The lessons to be drawn from this study are summarized in Table 12.1.
lu the second half of this chapter, I discuss the more general research strate-

ies available to you when your data, as here, is in the fonn of tape recordings of
naturally occurring data. But perhaps you do not possess your data on tape.
Does this mean that everything is lost?

lu rhe next section, I attempt to show how you can shore up the quality
of your field notes. Even if, in the final analysis, field notes can never rival the
ieliability of a good-qualíty tape and transcripr, thoughtfully construcred Gelei
hotes can provide the impetus for advanced data analysis.
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It was not a coincidence that we decided to foeus on this clinic rathê
upon, say, interaction on the wards. Pragmatically, we knew that the clirli1
scheduled and focused event lasting between two and four hours and tied {
ticular outcomes, would be likely to give us a body of good-quality data. By,
trast, on the ward, tape recording would be much more intrusive and pn
tapes of poorer qualiry because of multiple conversations and background
Even if these technical problems cculd be overcome, the (apparently) unfo
character of ward life meant that it would be far harder to see order than Íii

ourpatient clinic. For instance, unlike the latter, there would be no obvious re
itive srructurcs hke scheduled meerings by appointment, physical examinat'
and announcernents of diagnosis and prognosis.

Of course, this does not mean that a researcher should never study appar<
unfocused encounters - frorn the hospital ward to the street comer. But it'
mean that, if you do, you must be prepared for long vigils and appaf<
unpromising data before researchable ideas start to gel.

At our hospital clinic, we becarne interested in how decisions (or 'dispos
were organized and announced. It seemed likely that the doctor's way
announcing decisions was systematically related not only to clinicaI factors (
the child's heart condition) but to social factors (such as what parents would
told at various stages of treatment). For instance, at a first outpatients' cons
tion, doctors would not normally announce to parents the discovery of a ma
hcart abnorrnaliry and the necessiry for life-threatening surgery. Instead, t

would suggest the need for more tests and only hint that major surgery might
needed. They would also collaborate with parents who produced examples
their child's apparent 'wellness'. This step-by-step method of inforrnation giv
was avoided in only two cases. If a child was diagnosed as 'heaIthy' by the ca ..
ologist, the.doctor would give ali the information in one go and would engage.
what we called a 'search and destroy' operation, based on eliciting any remai~
worries of the parent(s) and proving that they were mistaken.

lu the case of a group of children with the additional handicap ofDowr
syndrorne, as well as suspected cardiac disease, the doctor would present all t
clinical intormarion at one sitting, avoiding a step-by-step method. Moreo
atypically, the doctor would allow parents to make the choice about further tr,.
ment, while encouraging them to dwell on non-clinical matters like their chi
'enjoyment oflife' or fiiendly personality.

We then narrowed our focus to examine how doctors talked to parents ab
the decision to have a small diagnostic test on their children. In rnost cases, t
doctor would say something like:

What we propose to do, if you agree, is a small test,

No parent disagreed with an otTer which appeared to be purely formal-Iike t1Í!,
formal right (never exercised) of the Queen not to sign legislation passed by th
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DEVELOPING DATA ANALYSIS

TABLE 12.1 FOUR WAYS TO DEVELOP DATA ANALYSIS

Focus on data which is of high quality and is easiest to
collect (tape recordings of clinics)
Look at one process within that data (how medical 'disposals'
are organized)
Narrow downto one part of that process (announcing a small
diagnostic tes!)
.Compare differen! sub-samples of the population (Down's
syndrome children and lhe res!)

- --------~------~.----------------
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TABLE 12.2 FUNCTIONS OF DETAILED FIELD NOTES

• To identily and lollow processes in witnessed events

• To understand how members Ihemselves characterize and
describe particular activities, events and groups

• To convey members' explanations lor when, why or how
particular things happen and, thereby, to elieit members'
theories 01 the causes 01 particular happenings

• To identify the practical concerns, conditions and constraints
that people conlront and deal with in their everyday lives
and actions

Source:aoapted from Emerson et aI. (1995)

12.3 FIELO NOTES ANO DATA ANALYSIS

12.3.1 Why detai! matters

Field researchers seek to get elose to others in order to understand their way of
!ife. To preserve and convey that closeness, they must describe situarions and
events of interest in detail. (Emerson, et aI., 1995: 14)

By preserving the details of interaction, you are in a better position to analyse the
issues set out in Table 12.2.

Like any set of animating questions, rhe kind of issues set out in Table 12.2'
reflect a particular model of the social world. As in my study of heart clinics.:
Emerson et al, assume a constructionist or ethnomethodologicaI mo de! in
which the meaning of events is not transparent but is actively constructed by the
participants (members).

Two methodological imperatives flow from this model. First, a concern with
what participanrs take to be routiue or obvious. Second, a recognition that what is
rourine is best cstablished through watching and listening to whar people do
rather rhan asking rhem directly. 50, unlike much ethnographic fieldwork, the
interview is not regarded as a major research tool. Instead:

the distincrive procedure is to observe and record naturally occurring talk and inter-
action ... [while] ir may be useful or essencial to interview mernbers about the use
and meaning of specific local terrns and phrases ... the researcher's dceper concern
lies in the actual, siruared use of those rerrns in ordinary interaction. (Emerson et al.,
1995: 140)

Such a concern with what participanrs take to be ordinary and unexceptional gives
a clear focus to making and analysing fie!d notes. Data analysis can then develop
through asking the sort of questions set out in Table 12.3.
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TABLE 12.3 SIX GROUPS OF QUESTIONS FOR FIELD NOTE ANALYSIS

1 What are people doing? What are they trying to accomplish?
2 How exactly do they do this? What specific means and/or strategies do

they use?
3 How do members talk about, characterize and understand what is going on?
4 What assumptions are.they making?
5 What do I see going on here? What did I learn lrom these notes?
6 Why did I include Ihem?
souce. Emerson et aI. (1995: 146)

Two ways of deve/oping fie/d note ana/ysis

. Two practical rules have been suggested for deve!oping ethnographic work
, beyond the initial questions shown in Table 12.3:

thinking about what we can see as well as whar we hear
expanding field notes beyond immediate observations.

Using your eyes
<In a study of the social organization of a restauram, Whyte (1949) reaped rich
, rewards by using his eyes to observe the spatial organization of activities. More
'recently, in a study of interaction in hospital wards, Anssi Perakyla (personal cor-
,respondence) notes how spatial arrangernents differentiate groups of people. There
are the wards and patient roorns, which staff may enter anytime they need to.Then

_~ there are patient lounges and the like, which are a kind of public space. Both areas
. are quite different from areas like the nurses' room and doctors' offices where
;' patients ente r only by invitation. Finally, if there is a staff coffee room, you never

see a patient there.
As Perakyla points out, one way to produce ditTerent categories of human

beings in a hospital is the allocation of space according to categories. Ar the same
time, this allocarion is rcproduced in the activities of rhe participants. For insrance,
the perceptive observer might note the derneanour of patients as they approach

"' the nurses' room. Even if the door is open, they may stand outside and just put
their heads round the door. In doing 50, they mark out that they are encroaching
on foreign territory.

Unfortunarely, we have all become a little reluctant to use our eyes as well as
our ears when doing observational work. However, these are exceptions. Stimson
(1986) has noted how 'photographs and diagrams are virtually absent from soei-
ological jourrials, and rare in sociological books' (641). He then discusscs a room
ser our for hearings of a disciplinary organization responsible for Britisb doctors,
The Professional Conduct Committee 01' rhe General Medical Council sirs in a
high-ceilinged, oak-panelled room reached by an imposing staircase. There are
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f expanding what gets recorded in field notes. They suggest writing 'contact
'summary sheets' or extended memos after each observation (Miles and
AHuberman, 1984: 50-1,69-71).

An example of how to use a contact summary sheet to encourage analytic
'; rhinking is ser out in Table 12..+.

Miles and Huberman suggest five reasons why such contact sheets are valuable:

.1 to guide planning for the next contact
2 to suggest new or revised codes
3 to co-ordinate several fieldworkers' work
4. to serve as a reminder of the contact at a later stage
~,. to serve as the basis for data analysis (adapted frorn Miles and Huberrnan,
.' 1984: 51).

As Miles and Huberrnan (1984) point out, qualitarive data comes in rhe forrn of
words rather than in numbers, The issue, then, is how we move from these words
to data analysis.

They suggest rhat data analysis consists of: three concurrent tlows of activiry:
data reduction, data display and conclusion drawing/verification (Mijes and
Huberman, 1984: 21):

PART THREE • ANALYSING YOUR DATA

stained-glass windows, picturing sixteen crests and a woman in a classical G~
pose. As Stimson commenrs: ".

This is a room in which serious matters are discussed: the room has a presence t
is forced on our consciousness ... speech is formal, carefully spoken and a matter fi
the public recordoVisitors in the gallery speak only, if at all, in hushed whispers, fi
their speech is not part of the proceedings. (1986: 643-4)

: ;~

In such a roorn, as Stimson suggests, even wirhout anything needed to be said;
know rhat whar goes 011 rnust be taken seriously. Stimson aptly contrasts this ro:
with a McDonald's hamburger restaurant:

Consider the decorations and rnaterials - plastic, paper, vinyl and polystyrene, and the~
bright primary colours. [Everything] signifies transience. This temporary character~:
further articulated in the casual dress of customers, the institutionally casualized dress
of staff and the searing that is constructed to make lengthy stays uncornfortable.
(1986: 649-50)

Stimson and Perakylã show that ethnographers who fail to use their eyes as well,.
as their ears are neglecting a crucial source of data. This lesson is most readil
learnt if you imagine a sighted person being forced to make sense of the wor
while blindfolded!

Expanded field notes

Fieldwork is 50 fascinating and coding usualJy so energy-absorbing, that
you can get preoccupied and overwhelmed with the f100d of particulars _
the poignant quote, the appealing personality of a key informant. Vou forget
to think, to make deeper and more general sense of whar is happening, to
begin to explain it in a conceptualJy coherenr way. (Miles and Huberrnan,
1984: (9)

In order to rnake 'de eper and more general sense ofwhat is happening', Spradle'
(1979) suggests that observers keep four separare sets of notes: '.

1
2

Short notes made at the time.

Expanded notes made as soon as possible afi:er each field session.
A field work journal to record problems and ideas that arise during each stage
of field work.

A provisional running record of analysis and interpretation (discussed by Kirk .
and Miller, 1986: 53).

3

4

Spradley's suggestions help to systematize field notes and thus improve their reli-
abiJiry (sce Chaprcr 1-1).Like Spradley, Miles and Huberman of1er systematic ways
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TABLE 12.4 QUESTIONS FOR CONTACT SUMMARY SHEETS

What people, events or situations were involved?
• Whal were lhe main lhemes or issues in lhe contact?
• Which research questions did the contact bear most centrally on?

Whal new hypotheses, speculations or guesses about the lield
situations were suggested by the contact?
Where should the fieldworker place mos! energy during the next
contact, and what sorts 01 inlormation should be sought?

Source: Miles and Huberman (1984: 50)

..',\
How we record data is important because it is directly linked to the qualiry of data
analysis. In this sense, field notes and contact sheets are, of course, on1y a means to
an end - developing the analysis.

Developíng ana/ysis of fíeld data t

The move from coding to interpretation is a crucial one .... Interpretarion
involves the transcendance of 'factual' data and cautious analysis of what is [O be
made of thern. (Coffey and Atkinson, 1996: 46)
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Data reduction 'refers to the process of selecting, focusing, simplifying, abstracti
and transforming ... "raw" data' (ibid.). Data reduction involves making de
sions about which data chunks will provide your initial focus.

Q Data display is 'an organized assembly of information that perrnits conclusio
drawing and action taking' (ibid.). It involves assembling your data into di
plays such as matrices, graphs, networks and charts which clarify the mai
direction (and missing links) of your analysis.

~ Conclusion drawing means 'beginning to decide what things mean, notin
regularities, patterns, explanations, possible configurations, causal flows an
proposirions' (1984: 22).

t< Verification means testing the provisional conclusions for 'their plausibility, thei!'
sturdiness, their "confirmabilirv" - that is, their validity' (ibid.).

AtkÍllSon (1992) gives an example of such a redefinition of a research problem.
Many years after completing his PhD, Atkinson returned to his original field
'.notes on medical education. He shows how the original data can be reread in a
quite different way. Atkinson's earlier method had been to fragment his field notes
iuto relatively small segments, each with its own category. For instance, a surgeons

.description of post-operative complications to a surgical team was originally cate-
'gorized under such headings as 'unpredictabiliry', 'uncertainry', 'patient career' and
'trajectory'. When Atkinson returns to it, it becomes an overall narra tive which sets
'up an enigma ('unexpected complications') which is resolved in the form of a
'moral rale' ('beware, unexpected things can always happen'). Viewed 111 this way,
the surgeon's story becomes a text with many resemblances to a fairy tale!

" Two studies ofBritish medical clinics that Icarried out in the 1980s also nicely
,;; i!lustrate Hammersley and Atkinson's funnel. As I showed above, my observation of

a paediatric cardiology unit moved unpredictably in the direction of an analysis of
disposal decisions with a small group of Down's syndrome .children Similarly, my
jesearch on cancer clinics, discussed in Chapter 9, unexpectedly led into a com-
parison of fee-for-service and state-provided medicine (Silverrnan, 1981, 1987).

These two cases had three features in common:

i':J
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Miles and Huberman demonstrate that in field studies, unlike much quantitative, ,
research, we are not satisfied with a simple coding of data. As I argued in Chapter 4: ;
this means that qualitative researchers have to show how the (theoretically defined)
elements thar they have identified are assembled or mutually laminated. The distinc- .
tive contribution qualitative research can make is by utilizing its theoretical resources
in the deep analysis of usually small bodies of publicly shareable data.

This means that coding your data according to some theoretical scheme
should, only be the first stage of your data analysis. You will then need to go o
to examine how rhese elements are linked together. At this second stage, latera ,
thinking can help. For instance, you can attempt to give your chosen concepf
or issue a new twist, perhaps by pursuing a counter-intuitive idea or by notin
an additional feature little addressed in the literature. In any event, as I shoi
below, one way of achieving better data analysis is by a steadily more narrow
focus.

The switch of focus - through the 'funnel' - as a more defined topic arose.
The use of the cornparative method as an invaluable tool of theory building
and testing.
The generation of topics with a scope outside the substantive area of the
research. Thus, the 'ceremonial orders' found in the cancer clinics are not con-
fined to medicine, while the 'dernocratic' decision making found with the
Down's children had unexpected effects of power with a significance far
beyond medical encounters. •

12.3.4 Progressive focusing in fieldwork
,:C

As I have noted elsewhere (Silverrnan, 2001), working this way parallels Glaser and
.Strauss's (1967) tamous account of grounded theory. A simplified model of this
.involves these stages:We only come to look at things in certain ways because we have adopted, eithet,

racitly or explici tiv, certain ways of seeing. This means that, in observational.
research, data collection, hypothesis construction and theory building are not
rhree separa te things but are interwoven with one another.

This process is well described by using an analogy with a funnel:

Ethnographic research has a characterisric 'funnel' structure, being progressively
rocused over its course. Progressivo focusing has two analytically distinct components.
First, over time the research problem is developed or transformed, and eventua1ly its
scope is c1arified and delimited and its internal structure explored. In this sense, it is
frc::qucntly on1y over the course of the research that one discovers what the research
is realJy 'abour', and it is not uncommon for it to turn out to be about sornething
quite remoce from the initially foreshadowed problems. (Harnmerslev and Atkinson,
1983: 175)

an initial attempt to develop categories which illuminate the data
an attempt to 'saturare' these categories with many appropriate cases in arder
to demonstra te their relevance
developing these categories into more general analytic frameworks with rele-
vance outside the setting.

Glaser and Strauss use their research on death and dying as an example.They show
how they developed the carcgory of 'awareness contexts' to refer to' the kinds of
situariom in which people were informed of their likely fate. The category was
then saturated and finally related to non-m.edical scttings where people learn
abour how others define them (e.g. schools).
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'Grounded theory' has been criticized for its failure to acknowledge irn
theories which guide work at an early stage. It also is more clear about the gene
of theories than about their testo Used unintelligently, ir can also degenerare'
fairly empty building of categories or into a mere smokescreen used to legiti
purely empiricist research (see my critique of four qualitative studies in Chapter
and Bryman, 1988: 83-7). At best, 'grounded theory' offers an approximation or"
creative activity of theory building found in good observational work, compare
the dire abstracted empiricism present in the most wooden statistical studies.

However, quantification should nor be seen as rhe enerny of good
research. In the secrion below, I discuss one example of how simple tabulati
were used to rest an emergent hypothesis in the study of cancer clinics.

TABLE 12.5 PRIVATE ANO NHS CLlNICS: CEREMONIAL OROERS

Private cllnlcs NHS clinics
(n = 42) (n = 104)

("Ia in ali such clinics)
Treatment or atlendance fixed

at patients' convenience
Social elicitalion

15 (36%) 10 (10%)

25 (60%) 31 (30%)

Source: adapted trom Silverman (2001: 243)

As .a further aid to compara tive analysis, I measured patient participation in
e form of questions and unelicited statements. Once again, a highly significam
erence was found: on this measure, private patients participated much more in

~ consultation. However, once more taking only patients seen by the same
ooctor, the difference between the clinics became very small and was not signifi-
.cant. Finally, no significam difference was found in the degree to which non-
medical matters (e.g. patient's work or home circumstances) were discussed in the

cs.
This quantitative data was a useful check on over-enthusiastic claims about the

gree of difference between the NHS and prIvate clinics. However, as I argued
JChapter 10, my major concem was with the 'ceremonial order' of the three
'~nics. I had amassed a considerable number of exchanges in which doctors and

tients appeared to behave in the private clinic in a manner deviant from what
know about NHS hospital consultations. The question was: would the quan-

tative data offer any support to my observations?
The answer was, to some extent, positive. Two quantitative measures were

)pful in relation to the ceremonial order. One dealt with the extent to which
'e doctor fixed treatment or attendance at the patient's convenience. The second

.!31easured whether parienrs or doctor engaged in polire small talk with one

.á'nother abour thcir personal or profcssional lives. (I calied this 'social elicirarion")
As Table 12.S shows, borh these rneasurcs revealed signiticant ditfercnces, in rhe
expected direction, according to the mede of payment.
. Now, of course, such data could not offer proof of my clairns about the dif-

, ferent interactional forms. However, coupled with the qualitative data, the data
.provided strong evidence of the direction of difference, as weli as giving me a
simple measure of the sarnple as a whole which contexted the few extracts of talk
I was able to use. I do not deny rhat counting can be as arbitrary as qualirative
interpretation of a few fragments of data. However, providing researchers resist the
temptation to try to count everything, and base their analysis on a sound con-
ceptual basis linked ta acrors' own methods of ordering rhe world, rhen both types
of data can inform the analysis of the other.

In Chapter 1+, I return to the role of couming as an aid to validity in quali-
tative research. In the case of observational studies, such counting wili often be

12.3.5 Using tabuJations in testing fieldwork hypotheses

In the cancer study, I used a coding form which enabled me to collate a numb
of cru de measures of doctor and patient interactions (Silverman, 1984).The ai
was to demonstra te that the qualitative analysis was reasonably representative .0

the data as a whole. Occasionally, the figures revealed that the reality was not i
line with my overall impressions. Consequently, the analysis was tightened and th
characterizations of clinic behaviour were specified more carefuliy.

The crude quantitative data I had recorded did not allow any real test of t

major thrust of this argumento N onetheless, it did offer a summary measure of t
characteristics of the total sample which allowed closer specification of features
private and NHS clinics. In order to illustrate this, let me briefly show you t.
kind of quantitative data I gathered on topics like consultation length, patiei
participation and the scope of the consultation.

My overall impression was that privare consultations lasted considerabl
longer than those he1d in the NHS clinics. When examíned, the data indeed di
show that the former were almost twice as long as the latter (20 minutes as again
11 minures) and that the difl:erence was statistically highly significam. However'
I recallcd that for special reasons, one of the NHS dinics had abnormally short.
consultatiolls. I felt a fairer comparison of consultarions in the two secrors should i,...f
exclude rhis clinic arid should only compare consultations taken by a single doctor
in both sectors. This sub-sample of cases revealed that the difference in length
between NHS and privare consultations was now reduced to an average of under
3 minutes. This was still statistical1y significant, although the significance was,
reduced. Finally, however, if I compared only neu/ patients seen by the same"
docror, NHS patienrs got 4 minutes more on average - 34 rninutes as against
30 minutes in the privare clinic. This last finding was not suspected and had inter,
esting implications for the overall assessmenr of the individual's costs and benefic
from 'going private'. It is possible, for instance, that the tighter scheduling of
appointments at the private clinic may lirnir the arnounr of time that can be given
to new parients.
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e:
.j:~

1~
F

based on the prior cocling of field notes. I now, therefore, turn to the issue:
arise in such coding.

that well-established style of work whereby the data are inspected for categories ~
instances. It is an approach that disaggregates the text (notes or transcripts) into
series of fragmenrs, which are rhen regrouped under a series of thematic headin
(Arkinson, 19Y2: '+55)

}1owever, awareness does not mean that everybody has to follow Sacks's
.cal path. So one response is to state something like 'thanks but no thanks'. For
ánce, grounded theory is an equally respectable (and much more popular) way
, eorizing (about) fieldwork.
To this effective but essentially defensive manoeuvre, we can add rwo more
"itiousresponses. First, we can seek to integrate Sacks's quesrions about 'how'

"social world is consrituted with more convenrional ethnographic questions
ut the 'whats' and 'whys' of social !ife (Gubrium and Holstein, 1997). Or,

ond. as I describe below, we can make this everyday 'coding' (or 'inrcrprerivc
tice) the object of enquiry by asking 'how' questions about ralk-in-interaction,

12.3.6 Limits in coding field notes

The tabulations used in the cancer study derived from:

Such coding by thematic headings has recently been aided by computer_~
qualirative data analysis systems as cliscussed in Chapter 13. In larger project;i
reliability of coding is also buttressed by training coders of data in proced
which aim to ensure a uniform approach.

However, there remain two problems with cocling field notes. The first, a
more obvious, problern is that every way of seeing is also a way of not seeing.'
Atkinson points out, one of the disadvantages of cocling schemes is that, becà,
they are based upon a given set of categories, they furnish 'a powerful concep
grid' (Atkinson, 1992: 459) from which it is difficult to escape. While this 'gri'
very helpful in organizing the data analysis, it also detlects attenrion away
uncategorized activities. Therefore, as Clive Seale (personal correspondence)'
noted:

'.

TRANSCRIPTS ANO DATA ANALYSIS

e two main social science traditions which inform the analysis of transcripts of
es are conversation analysis (CA) and discourse analysis (DA). For an intro-
tion to CA, see ten Have (1998); for DA, see Porter and Wetherell (1987) and
ter (2004).
.tn rhis book, however, we are, of course, more concerned with the practical-
s of doing qualirative research. In the rest of this chapter, I will, therefore, deal

ith rwo practical issues:

a good coding scherne would reflecr a search for 'ull-categorized activities' so tha
they could be accounted for, in a rnanner similar to searching for devianr cases. ."

"'. the advantages of working with tapes and transcripts
.the elements of how to do analysis of such tapes.

The second,Jess obvious problem is that, as I pointed out in Chapter 4, 'codir
is not the preserve of research scientists. AlI of us 'cede' what we hear and seéi
the world around us. This is what Garfinkel (1967) and Sacks (1992) mean whéil
they say rhar societal rnernbers, like social scienrists, make the world observ;bl,
and reportable.

Pur ar irs simplest, this suggcsrs rhat rcsearchers must be very careful how t

use categories. For instance, Sacks quotes from rwo linguists who appear to h
no problem in characterizing particular (invented) utterances as 'simple', 'c
plex', 'casual' or 'ceremonial'. For Sacks, such rapid characterizations of .
assume 'that we can know that [such categories are accurate] wirhour an anal
of what it is [mernbers] are doing' (1992, Vol. 1: 429).

How should we respond to Sacks's radical critique of ethnography? The
poinr is not to panic! Sacks offers a challenge to convenrional observational wo
of which everybody should be aware, In particular, Sacks's lecture 'Doing "beii
ordinary'" (Sacks, 19S!2, Vol. 2: 215-21) is essential reading for ever%fieldwor~~

Why work with tapes?

, the kind of phenornena Ideal with are always rranscriptions of actual occurrences in
,_ their anual sequence. (Sacks, 198.+b:25)

The earlicr ethnographers had gel1erally relied 011 recording their obscrvarions
rough field notes. Wny did Sacks prefer to use an audio recorder?
. Sacks's answer is that we cannot rely on our recollections of conversations.
'rtainly, depending on our memory, we can usually summarize what different

. .opIe said. But it is simply impossible to remember (or even to note at the time)
uch matters as pauses, overlaps, inbreaths and the like.

Now whether you think these kinds of things are important will depend UpOIl
,vhat you can show with or without them. lndeed, you may not even be con-

,yinced that conversation itself is a particularly interesting topic. But, at leasr by
~,:udyil1gtapes of conversarions, )Iou are able to focus on the 'actual details' of one
aspect of social life. As Sacks put ir:
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My research is abour conversation only in this incidenral way, that we can ger:
actual happenings of on rape and transcribe rhem more or less, and rherefore i
somerhing to begin with. If you can't deal with the actual detail of accual evenis t'
you cari't have a science of sociallife. (1992, Vol. 2: 26) .

ver, as ten Have makes clear, such group data sessions should be rather more
an anarchic free for ali:

Tapes and transcripts also offer more than just 'something to begin with'. til
first place, they are a public .record, available to the scientific communi-ç in a
that field notes are noto Second, they can be replayed and transcriptions cal
improved and Jnalyses take off on a different tack unlimited by the original t
script. As Sacks to!d his studenrs:.

'cipants are, on the one hand,free to bring in anything they like, but, on the other
d, required to ground their observarions in the data at hand, although they may also
'porr rhern with referente to rheir own data-based findings or those published in
!iterature. (ibid.)

I started to play around with tape recorded conversarions, for the single virrue th
I could replay them; thar I could rype them our somewhat, and study them exte~
edly; who knew how long ir mighr take '.. . It wasn't frorn any large interest i
language, or frorn some theoretical forn1ll.Iation of what should be studied, but simpl
by virtue of that; I could ger my hands on it, and I could srudy it again and agai
And also, consequentially, orhers could look ar whar I had srudied, and make of i
what rhey could, if rhey wanred to disagree with me. (1992, Vol. 1: 622)

4.2 Analysíng tapes

ere is a strongly inductive bent to the kind of research that ten Have and Sacks
cribe. A5 we have seen, this means that any research claims need to be identi-

in precise analyses of detailed transcripts. It is therefore necessary to avoid
mature theory construction and the 'idealization' of research materiais which
S only general, non-detailed characterizations.
Heritage sums up these assumptions as follows:

'pecifically,analysis is strongly 'dara-driven' - developed frorn phenomena which are
l various ways evidenced in the data of inreraction. Correspondingly, there is a
rong bias against a priori speculation abour the orientarions and motives of speakers

ánd in favour of detai!ed exarninarion of conversarionalists' anual acrions. Thus the
empirical conduct o[ speakers is rreated as rhe central resource our of which analysis

y develop. (1984: 243)

A third advantage of detailed transcripts is that, if you want to, you can ins
sequences of urterances without being limited to the extracts chosen by the
researcher. For it is within these sequences, rather than in single rurns of talk,
we make sense of conversation. As Sacks points out:

having available for any given utterance other utterances around it, is extreme
importam for determining what was said. If you have available only the snatch of ta'
that you're now transcribing, you're in tough shape for deterrnining what it is. (199
Vol. 1: 72.9) i,;'

practice, Heritage adds, this means that it must be demonstrated that the reg-
ities described ean be shown to be produced by the participants and attended

by them as grounds for their own inferences and actions. Further, deviant
es, in which such regularities are absent, must be identified and analysed.

. However, the way in which CA obtains its results is rather different from how
might intuitively try to analyse talk, It may be helpful, therefore, if I conclude
section by offering a crude set of prescriptions about how to do CA. These

e set out in Tables 12.(, anel 12.7.
. If we tollow rhese rules, rhe analysis of conversations does not require excep-

lonal skills. A5 Schegloff puts it, in his introduction to Sacks's collected lecrures,
ll_we need to do is to:

•
It should not be assurned that the preparation of transcripts is simply a tech~.
detail prior to rhe rnain business of the analysis. The cOl1venience of transcri
for presemational purpases is no more than an added bonus.

As Atkinson and Heritage ('193-+) poinr OUt, rhe production and use l
transcripts are essemial1y 'research activities'. They involve dose, repeated liste~
ings to recordings which often reveal previously unnoted recurring features of.,~li
organization of talk. ".

Such listenings can most fruitful1y be done in group data sessions. As describe
by ten Have, work in such groups usualiy begins by listening to an extract fiom
tape wirh a draft transcript and agreeing upon improvements to the transcript. Th

begin with some observarions, rhen find the problem for which rhese observarions
could serve as ... the solution. (Schegloff in Sacks, 1992, Vol. 1: xlviii)

the participarm are invired to proffer some observations on the data, to selec~c'
an episode which they tind 'interesting' for whatever reason, and formulate their
understanding ar puzzlemenr, regarding rhar episode. Then anyone can come in to'
reacr to these remarks, offering alternatives, raising doubts, or whatever, (ten Have,
1998: 124)

his means that doing the kind of systematic data analysis that CA demands is not
impossibly difficult activirv, As Sacks once poinred out, in doing CA we are

. n1y reminding ourselves about things we already know:

I take it that lots of rhe rcsults I offer, people can see for chemsclves. And rhey needn 'r
be afraid to. And they needn't figure that the results are wrong because they can see
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TABLE 12.6 HOW TO DO CA

1 Always try to identify sequences of related talk

2 Try to examine how speakers take on certain roles ar identities
through their talk (e.g. questioner/answerer ar client-professional)

3 Look for particular outcomes in the talk (e.g. a request for clarification,
a repair, laughter) and work backwards to trace the trajectory through
which a particular outcome was produced

Source: Silverman (2001: 177)

TABLE 12.7 COMMON ERRORS IN CA

1 Explaining atum at talk by reference to the speaker's intentions
2 Explaining a turn at talk by reference to a speaker's role ar

status (e.g. as a doctor ar as a man ar woman)

3 Trying to make sense of a single line of transcript ar utterance
in isolation from the surrounding talk

Source: Silverman (2001: 177)

rhem " .. [It is] as if we tound a new plant. It may have been a plant in your garden, but
now you see its different than SOlnething else.And you can look at ir to see how irs dif-
ferem, and whether it's differem in the way rhat somebody has said. (1992, Vol. 1: 488)

12.5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

_~_-~~~?4~~""#~~:-:_~r/':,.~~~·,,:~:!..;..,'"

DEVElDPING DATA ANAlYSIS

rther reading

ís and Hubsrrnan's book Qualitative Data Analysis (8age, 1984) provides
uselul treatment 01 coding observational data. For a more recent discussion,
ee Robert Emerson et.al.s Writing Ethnographic Fieldnotes (University 01
hicago Press, 1995) Martyn Hammersley and Paul Atkinson's Ethnography:
'rinciples and Practice (Tavistock, 1983), Chapters 7-8, is a classic discus-

~ión 01 how to analyse ethnographic data. A development 01 some 01 these
'ideas can be found in Martyn Hammersley's Whai'sWrong with Etlmography?
,Methodological Explorations (Routledge, 1992). A relatively recent trealment
'01 'grounded theory' is to be lound in Anselm 8trauss and Juliet Corbin's

".Basics of Qualitative Research (8age, 1990). 8acks's work on conversation
f(i analysis is discussed in my book Harvey Sacks: Social Science and

'.' I~>'Conversation Analysis (Polity, 1998). The case studies 01 the cancer and heart
:.t:'r, clinics discussed here are lound in my book Communication and Medical

í Practice (8age, 1987), Chapters 6-7.
~•.'<,tp

Using the examples of tapes and field notes, we have seen how data analysis cari
be developed after the first stages. However, as I have implied throughout, gooé!'
data analysis is never just a matter of using rhe right methods or techniques but
always is based on theorizing about data using a consistem model of social realir)(.
This conururment to rheorizing abour data makes rhe best qualitative research fa~'
superior to the stilter] empiricism of the worst kind of quantitarive research.'

However, theorization withour methodological rigour is a dangerous brew. ln
Ch;lpter 13, we conside- how computer sofrware C,111 aid qualitative research.
Then, in Chapter 14, rhe issues of validiry and reliabilicy are discussed.

KEY POINTS

Deve/op data ana/ysis by:

- Working with data which is easy to collect and reliable.
- Focusing on one process within those data.
- Narrowing down 10 one part 01 that processo

- Comparing different sub-samp/es of the popu/alion concerned.
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